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The article by Ibrahim et al in this issue of JAH A describes how cerebral oximetry measured during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is associated with restoration of pulses and survival. The authors consider whether this technology, which is portable, noninvasive, and easy to apply, could be used to guide resuscitation. They wisely provide tempered enthusiasm for this technology, and their data add to a literature about physiological monitoring during CPR.

Measuring the quality of performance of CPR during resuscitation is a high priority. Long pauses in chest compressions, inadequate depth of compressions, or incorrect rates of compressions can reduce survival. Consequently, devices to provide feedback to providers about depth, rate, leaning, and continuity of chest compressions have been deployed in clinical practice. Unfortunately, none of these devices measure physiological effects of CPR that are most important to promote patient survival.

Intriguing evidence about the importance of physiological feedback for improving CPR comes from several laboratory studies. In swine, when providers titrated chest compressions to an arterial blood pressure tracing during CPR, they achieved better survival, and this improvement was associated with improved cerebral perfusion. This fact is very important for CPR that occurs in the intensive care unit or operating room, where such monitors might be in place. Arterial monitors have rarely been placed in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, aside from a few research studies. An easily and rapidly deployed monitor that could guide CPR is a priority for improving out-of-hospital resuscitation.

The current article explored cerebral oximetry specifically to address the need for monitoring during CPR. Cerebral oximetry passes light of various wavelengths through tissue of the head and measures absorbance at wavelengths corresponding to oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin. The calculated saturation thus corresponds to a mixture of venous (≈2/3 of blood in the region) and arterial blood (≈1/3 of blood in the region) saturation. Presumably, when oxygen delivery is impaired, oxygen extraction will increase, and venous oxygen saturation will fall. Thus, the oximeter will detect changes in the balance of oxygen delivery and oxygen utilization. Several factors may dissociate oximetry from actual oxygen delivery including venous congestion (that changes ratio of venous to arterial blood), edema, and shunting.

The central conclusion of this present study is that higher cerebral oximetry during resuscitation is associated with better outcomes. While this finding suggests that this instrument might be used to monitor CPR delivery, this article did not test whether oximetry values vary when providers adjust their interventions. An important next study should test whether providers can actually use the cerebral oximetry results to guide resuscitation.

Correlations of cerebral oxygenation, measured using the same and other perfusion monitors, with outcomes in human CPR have been reported in a number of other studies. Taken together, several conclusions appear to be well established: (1) cerebral oxygenation is very low during CPR, (2) cerebral oxygen measurements rise after restoration of pulses, and (3) the absence of recovery of cerebral oxygen to near-normal levels portends a bad outcome. This study also confirmed the observation that absolute values of cerebral oxygenation after return of pulses are very difficult to interpret.

Probably one of the greatest concerns about cerebral oximetry is whether the light path actually reaches the brain. Elegant studies have shown that the sensors detect a significant amount of light from shallower paths through the scalp. To some extent, this technical uncertainty does not matter. While the brain may be the most interesting organ in which to study perfusion during resuscitation, in most shock states, oxygen delivery to superficial compartments will probably correlate with oxygen delivery to the brain. As long as the measurements provided by the devices are related to the outcomes of resuscitation, the measurements may be useful to guide clinical care.
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Nevertheless, we should be honest that the probe may be a global perfusion monitor rather than a specific brain monitor. Available commercial cerebral oximetry devices use a variety of proprietary innovations to reduce noise and improve tissue penetration. Technology will continue to advance. Future trials should explicitly assess what tissue is being measured. For example, a control experiment might be to place oximeter probes both on the head and on another part of the body. Near infrared devices easily measure regional perfusion when placed on the arm or abdomen. Compartments will either differ or vary together. Attention to these technical issues is important when commenting on organ-specific physiology.

In summary, this article provides additional observational data about a potential physiological monitor that could help guide CPR. Regardless of whether the device used measures brain perfusion or other tissue perfusion, a monitor that provides data correlated with outcome that can be easily deployed in an emergency is sorely needed. Because many groups have now replicated similar observations with similar instruments, perhaps we do not need additional observational data. Perhaps it is time to test whether using these monitors in real-time to adjust CPR performance, drug administration, or other features of resuscitation improves outcome.
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